We apply Ant Colony Optimization concepts to the problem of finding appropriate reward values after successful task completion in serious games. Our algorithm is deployed within the InLife platform, which leverages the power of serious games augmented with real-world IOT sensors for educational purposes. The platform is deployed on four actual pilot sites in Spain, France and Greece with two distinct applications: teaching sustainable behavior to university students and improving social interaction skills for autistic children. In a decentralized, swarm intelligence fashion and based on individually released success and failure pheromones, our generic reward computation strategy seeks, by adjusting reward amounts on the fly, to achieve maximum efficiency in catalyzing behavior change while balancing adaptivity, parsimony, fairness and variety. On top of the necessarily limited real-world data, large-scale numerical validation of the algorithm is obtained with a specifically designed simulator, whose underlying cognitive model was validated by a clinical psychologist. Conducted experiments confirm the relevance and adaptive nature of the obtained pheromone map: the system automatically adjusts to changes in the environment such as the introduction of new students or pedagogical items. Experiments also validate all aforementioned desired characteristics and show substantial quantitative performance gains with respect to a static reward scheme in behavior change metrics, speed and success rates, of up to 40 percent with equal reward budget.
Introduction
European H2020 project InLife, conducted between 2016 and 2018, has focused on ways to augment education with modern information technologies. To that end, it developed a service oriented platform based on three technological pillars: Serious Games, Connected Objects (IOT) and Artificial Intelligence. The developed platform intends to synergize these three powerful levers in order to maximize learning speed and positive behavioral evolution in populations of students.
Two distinct applications of the platform were conducted through the development of two serious games: Aksion, by Imaginary srl and Iceberg by Five Flames Mobile. The first one, Aksion (see sample screen capture in figure 1) is devoted to teaching or improving social inclusion behaviors to children with autistic spectrum disorders by simulating interactions with their peers in familiar contexts such as the classroom, the beach or the library. These simulated situations come with various games, quizzes and multiple choice questions to evaluate the child's skills and monitor her progress. The second serious game, Iceberg (see figure 2) , aims at teaching sustainable notions and behaviors on two levels: in the real-world and in the game. Environment friendly actions in the real-world (e.g. turning off the lights when leaving an empty room, using recycling bins, avoiding unnecessarily using the printer, etc.) are monitored by IOT sensors and rewarded with bonus objects to be used in a real-time strategy game in which players are responsible for the well-being and growth of a sea ice ecosystem inhabited by animals. The in-game rewards can take several forms: special objects, game currency to be spent for upgrades or skins, reputation points, or, conversely for negative rewards (punishments), general degradation of the ecosystem (animals dying, ice melting, etc.). Through carefully crafted game mechanics and sustainability indicators, the game teaches environmental mechanisms and their preservation by encouraging strategies that maximize sustainability, safety and diversity.
For evaluation purposes, the platform was deployed and the games tested in four distinct real-world pilot sites in France, Spain and Greece. For Iceberg, these pilot sites are public libraries or universities and for Aksion, they are specialized institutions where children interact and play the serious game during sessions organized and controlled by professional educators and psychologists. In this context, we developed a playing data processing module called "Incentive Server" to compute reward values as smartly as possible to satisfy or maximize several possibly antagonistic criteria. These rewards are attributed to players when they succeed, in either the real-world or the digital world, in completing a task or in behaving the right way. The rewards should be valued so as to maximize overall system efficiency in pursuing objectives specified by educators. Typically, these objectives are linked to positive behaviors or specific skills whose success probability should increase harmoniously for all members of the population of students. The algorithm's responsibility is therefore to make the most efficient use of limited reward resources according to both individual and global characteristics of learners. This paper is organized as follows. We start by stating the problem and detailing the desired characteristics that guided our algorithmic choices. Then we provide an overview of the state of the art in Serious Games, Gamification and their support by Swarm Intelligence algorithms. The two following sections describe the multi-agent simulator we developed for validation and the adaptive ant-colony based reward algorithm respectively. Experimental results are then given on several validation scenarios. We conclude by outlining why we think this contribution is an example of how Artificial Life can help address societal challenges.
Motivations and Desired Characteristics
As we have seen, in the general context described above, the problem to be solved is to find the appropriate value for rewards attributed after successful task completion or correct behavior. More specifically in this first applied use-case with Aksion and Iceberg, we seek to maximize success rates, over the whole population of players, in undertaking specific actions in the real-world, as detected by IOT devices (e.g. turning the light off when leaving an empty room).
Beyond that simple functional target, the high-level requirements and desired characteristics for the reward algorithm are as follows. First and foremost, the algorithm shall maximize the selected criterion to measure behavioral change or learning progress. Reward attribution shall be player specific, temporally specific and able to take the whole population of players and social equity criteria into account. The algorithm shall be scalable, respond in realtime and be simple enough to be explainable in its pedagogical consequences so as to facilitate its adoption by non technical end-users. Most importantly, the reward algorithm shall be adaptive, which means able, without external human intervention, to adjust attributed rewards according to the various changes that might occur in the game environment. Finally, the algorithm shall be generic because the InLife platform should be able to accommodate any future serious game.
Literature review
The recent development of numerous forms of participative technologies in the wake of Web 2.0 and the generalized interconnection of information systems indirectly led to the emergence of a new field of research and innovation focused on catalyzing that participative collective energy with gameinspired mechanisms used in serious, not entertainment oriented contexts such as education or knowledge management. Known as "gamification" (Hendrikx et al., 2015) , this design strategy consists in increasing user or player engagement by acting on their intrinsic motivation and its social ramifications with game-inspired rewards. It also allows to facilitate participation according to specifically chosen criteria, for example to compensate for disequilibria in attendance or browsing. To that end, "gamified" applications or serious games designers resort to a number of heuristic principles that consist in defining reward attribution rules or reputation points systems (Seaborn and Fels, 2015) . These systems have two advantages: not only do they help increasing participant motivation or success rates but they produce, as a side-effect, a very rich information repository that will allow for a better knowledge and understanding of both the global population and its individual members. That repository can be used to improve the game to make it more efficient. Such improvements can be performed manually or automatically, using data processing, machine learning or optimization algorithms.
These recent years, "Serious Games" have known a steadily increasing popularity (Boyle et al., 2016) and proceed with the same strategy: using game inspired mechanisms to educate and transmit knowledge and good practices or behaviors. Learning can indeed be more efficient when it is enhanced with mechanical motivation mechanisms such as rewards, scoring boards or reputation points. Serious Games also rely on the psychological mechanisms of impersonation (role-playing games) but also on narrative immersion that can be augmented by links to the real world through IOT sensors (Kurilovas et al., 2014) .
As an application example, many contributions (see for example (Bernardini et al., 2014; Grossard et al., 2017) ) tend to indicate that using Serious Games can have a positive impact on the education, particularly for social inclusion skills, of children afflicted with an Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD), as illustrated by the Aksion game developed during the project.
While consensual good practices start to emerge in intelligently quantified and oriented gamification, there are relatively few attempts at systematically resorting to mathematical models or even statistics or algorithms to automate design of gamification systems. There is therefore a widely open field for applying optimization techniques or data processing through machine learning. A few attempts have already been made at adaptive gamification: (Ososky, 2015; Richter et al., 2015; Semet et al., 2003) . They usually consist, however, in dynamically adjusting presentation probabilities for pedagogical items according to statistics on the player population. Very few works Vassileva, 2005, 2006 ) also try to offer adaptive scores or rewards in order to encourage participation on selected topics.
In Artificial Intelligence, the Swarm Intelligence paradigm (Bonabeau et al., 1999) consists in trusting the intelligence emerging out of the interactions of a plurality of "simple-minded" entities with the completion of a possibly complex task. As is now commonly known, this way of decomposing problems has many interesting properties and traits among which: parallel processing, distribution, specialization/synergy, scalability, computational efficiency or robustness to fault. Among the numerous algorithmic forms of Swarm Intelligence, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Dorigo and Stützle, 2004) , introduced in the 1990's, is a popular variant of stochastic search inspired the collective behavior of social insects, ants, that collectively solve problems through indirect communication. Initially very successfully applied to shortest path finding in graphs and ensuing computational problems such as the Travelling Salesman's or network packet routing, they have been applied to many other domains (Bonabeau et al., 1999; Dorigo and Stützle, 2004) and form today a body of algorithms and heuristics for optimization and machine learning at large. These algorithms are particularly apt at dynamic optimization (Mavrovouniotis et al., 2017) as they have astonishing reactive and adaptive properties.
Applying Swarm Intelligence to optimized gamification and, more generally, to adaptive learning feels both natural and promising. One can indeed imagine a straightforward mapping between a population of students or learners in a serious game and a population of simple interacting entities that collaborate to form the pheromone map that forms the basis of an ant-inspired algorithm. It is therefore straightforward to imagine an information collection strategy, instantiated at the learner level, that procures, individual bit by individual bit, information for the emerging global picture and algorithm. Ant Colonies, natural and otherwise, do that by following the "stigmergy" principle, which consists in using the common environment as an information repository for indirect communication. Through pheromones and stigmergic communication, ants gradually accumulate a treasure of global information that can be used for various purposes such as retrieving shortest paths or circuits from a well informed map of the surroundings. Making efficient use of that information however, is not trivial and shall be the responsibility of carefully designed algorithms that will steer the search toward interesting solutions to the problem at hand.
This analogy is promising for the application described in this paper, namely adaptive rewards for serious games, because many of the key properties of theses algorithms correspond exactly to the high-level requirements outlined in the previous section, particularly adaptivity, reactivity and scalability. We identified a number of works that attempt to apply ant colony algorithms or swarm intelligence more generally to e-learning optimization or serious games: (Semet et al., 2003; Gutierrez et al., 2007; Huang and Liu, 2009; Dharshini et al., 2015) but they are mainly focused on improving pedagogical paths by trying to optimize presentation probabilities for the various teaching items according to statistics on both individual students and the global population in a spirit akin to the abundant literature in Recommender Systems and Collaborative Filtering. (Semet et al., 2003; Gutierrez et al., 2007) are noteworthy for introducing the notion of accumulated success and failure statistics as an adaptive pheromone map. The natural application of this global information cartography to intelligent and adaptive reward allocation according to success rates, as described in the present work, has not been reported in the available literature to our knowledge.
Multi-Agent Validation Simulator Hypotheses and Principles
In order to procure numerically significant validation and compensate for the unfortunate lack of real-world data in sufficient provision and so as to be agile in designing a trustworthy algorithm, we designed and implemented a multiagent simulator for the population of learners. Its design started from a common-sense analysis to describe a numer-Figure 3: Simulation Model: plot of the essential decision function: according to how much reward was received (x axis), success probability (Psuccess) for rewardable actions is computed (y axis) by a function that incorporates the various aspects of the model. Di is action difficulty, T stand for the accumulated reward "treasure".γ and δ are empirically set scaling constants.
ical function reproducing the decision process and the phenomenon that sees propensities to do an action increase with respect to the amount of attributed reward. The principles we chose to follow, as illustrated in figure 3 are the following. Convergent Positive Reinforcement: The probability for an individual, to undertake an action, increases with the attribution of rewards related to that action but with decreasing marginal impact (the more reward you get the less impact it has).Varying Propensities: before any reward is attributed, the spontaneous probability to undertake an action, varies among individuals. Varying Difficulties: actions or tasks are not homogeneously easy, they vary in difficulty and the ensuing success/undertaking probability varies correspondingly. Bounded Probabilities: individuals cannot reach a perfect realization probability. Reward Evaporation: rewards have immediate impact but that impact spontaneously fades back to zero over time.
These design principles lead to the numerical function in figure 3 : the function, an adapted sigmoid, is monotonously increasing (positive reinforcement) and converges to a maximum value based on action difficulty. Individual propensities provide a head start on the x axis and rewards move the player back and forth on that axis when they are attributed and evaporated respectively. Action difficulty finally, sets the basis value for the probability when the natural propensity is 0 and no rewards have been attributed yet.
That simulation model is important for the validation phase of the reward algorithm but it is important to note that it is not intended to be a realistic model of the cognitive learning process, it is a mathematical tool designed to examine the scaling, statistical behavior of reward algorithms when confronted to a population of probabilistic agents that conform to the simple but central reinforcement learning hypotheses we make about rewards. It has, however, to be realistic enough to form a sensible basis for early stage validation. We therefore had our simulation model controlled and validated by a professional psychologist, Dr Antonio Ascolese. Although conducted conscientiously, this preliminary form of validation is modest and shall be expanded with further work on state-of-the-art cognitive modeling.
Algorithms and Formulae
To reproduce the temporal succession of playing sessions for all players, we follow the simple loop given in algorithm 1 where the play procedure is implemented straightforwardly by comparing a floating point number randomly drawn between 0 and 1 to the probability of success p(a, i, t) for the considered player i, action a at time t, as given by equation 1 where σ is an adapted sigmoid function and D a is the difficulty level of action a. U t is the amount of reward unspent at time t.
Algorithm 1 Simulating learning occurrences
Randomly generate player population for each timestep t do for each action a do for each player i do
We also consider that accumulated rewards, the so called "treasure" T , see their impact decrease over time with the following evaporation formula:
Reward Attribution Algorithm
In the light of the high level requirements outlined above, we chose to use algorithms in the family of Artificial Ant Colonies as they offer remarkable dynamic optimization capabilities in a decentralized, scalable way and provide a readable, very useful adaptive information map to fuel decision support. Additionally, because they work as a form of reinforcement learning algorithm, they provide dynamic "controllers" that can be conveniently used in real-time as is necessary here. The reward computation module works within a global platform architecture connecting the player, the serious game, connected objects and the Incentive Server hosting the ant reward algorithm.
Hypotheses and Principles
Generally speaking, we chose to follow popular wisdom: "Ìf it ain't broke, don't fix it!". In other words, we chose to direct reward where it is most needed and conversely,to avoid spending some where results are already satisfying. This can be stated more precisely as follows: more reward should go to poorly successful players, more reward should go to poorly undertaken actions, unspent reward should be used similarly and, finally, it is pointless to spend reward on already successful players or actions.
It is important to note that these particular strategic choices are just one possibility out of many possible options, as opposed notably, to the choice that would suggest to spend rewards on already successful actions or players so as to make them even more successful to reach a globally better outcome. This is a political design decision that depends on the context, on end-users, possibly on experimental validation and, most importantly, that is entirely independent of the underlying, generic approach we propose.
Algorithms and Formulae
We follow the classical Ant Colony Optimization metaphor by mapping individual players to individual ants and success or failure events to pheromone release which is memorized locally at the action level as normalized success rates. Evaporation is implemented coarsely by using a sliding time window that prevents too old information to have impact on present reward computation.
When browsing graphs in search of shortest routing paths or tours, artificial ants traditionally base their decisions on a power mean function that blends collectively accumulated local information read in pheromone concentration and heuristic clues read from the surroundings, usually outgoing edge lengths. In our case, since we seek to maximize, with parameterizable importance, both player success rates and action success rates, two dimensions that are distinct although correlated to some extent, we incorporate both in the formula, as outlined below:
where τ A t,a is the success rate of action a at time t over a sliding time window of size W, S a,k is the average success rate of action a over all occurrences of a during time step t, Ω a,t is the set of occurrences for action a (i.e. any player attempting action a) at timestep t and s i is an individual, binary success variable valued at 1 when the attempt is a success and at 0 otherwise. γ A a,t finally, represents the normalized failure rate, which we want positively correlated with reward amounts, augmented with an exponent α to control the importance of that particular criterion.
Similarly, we keep track of success rates at the player level by calculating γ P i,t in a similar way but by looping over all players instead of looping over all actions:
Next, we define the basis for the attributed reward, the so called "Reward Portion" RP by aggregating both success rate based proportions described above and the daily budget of reward available for distribution:
where DB stands for Daily Budget, the amount of reward one is allowed to spend at a given timestep and U t is the amount of budget left unspent so far, when arriving at timestep t. We also introduce an important correcting factor, which we call the "wealth factor" which biases reward attribution so as "not to favor the already wealthy":
where σ is a sigmoid function and T a,i is the player i's "treasure", i.e. the total amount of reward she has accumulated so far. The final, central equation of the system is therefore as follows:
it gives the final amount of reward R(a, i, t) to be given to player i, successfully attempting action a at timestep t.
Discrete Rewards
In order to accommodate discrete choices of rewards, which is a requirement for certain games that attribute object rewards (characters, bonuses or customization items) among a finite set of options as opposed to a continuously valued amount of game currency, we proceeded by transforming the attributed continuous reward value into a basis probability for iterated Bernoulli attempts at climbing the ladders of the table of possible rewards ordered by increasing utility value. Further details on this seemingly simple feature that proved particularly difficult to design without loss of mathematical efficiency in validation scenarios or variety related issues, shall be reported elsewhere.
Experimental Results

Real-World Deployment
During the course of the project, the InLife platform was deployed and tested on four pilot sites in the spring and summer of 2018: the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Zografou Campus in Athens, Greece (Iceberg), the PanHellenic Association of Adapted Activities in Athens, Greece (Aksion), the Municipal library "Adolfo Miaja de la Muela" in Valladolid, Spain (Iceberg) and the Association for Living the Self-Governance (A.V.A.G) in Les Ulis, France (Iceberg).
Unfortunately, the short duration of the project did not allow for statistically significant analysis regarding the positive influence of the reward algorithm specifically. We however reckon it worth reporting that the system was actually deployed in the field, worked, and generated very positive feedback on the use of game-inspired mechanisms such as rewards in stimulating player engagement.
Simulator Based Validation
This section shall therefore focus on our in-lab experimental campaign which was based on the comparison between the proposed adaptive reward algorithm and a naive, static, strategy that always attributes the same reward for all actions and all players, regardless of the specifics.
Beyond qualitative appreciation of the system's properties, we introduce a metric as a basis for quantitative comparisons. This metric, called LIM for Loss Integral Metric, is an approximation of the integral of the minimum success probability, across all rewarded actions, as a function of time over the experiment's time frame. In other words, to compute this metric, at each time step we identify the action with the smallest success rate, over a considered past time window, and add that probability to a running counter. This results in a metric that favors situations where the worst success rate among actions is as high as possible for as long as possible and as soon as possible.
On that basis, we seek to validate our algorithm's properties and comparative efficiency on many validation scenarios. We report the outcome of six of the most illustrative below with plots, for lack of space only for the three most significant ones. Since part of the system is stochastic, validation of the comparisons with statistical significance testing was conducted on 100 independent runs each time with differences in averaged metrics confirmed with a pairwise bilateral Student's T-test with a 5% confidence interval. Parameter values are the following: α = 1, β = 3, δ = 0.1, ρ = 0.98, W = 10. In all experiments below, we compare success probabilities between actions over timesteps, as sampled over a running time window of size W . Scenario 1 is the simplest possible validation. It features three actions with different reward strategies. Action 1 has no reward at all, action 2 has a static reward and action 3 the ACO adaptive reward. There is only one player. In the strict absence of reward, action 1 does not improve at all, in its success probability, while actions 2 and 3 efficiently converge to satisfying levels. The absence of difference between 2 and 3 is explainable by the absence of disequilibrium, player-wise or action-wise to compensate for thanks to adaptivity.
Scenario 2 (figure 4) and scenario 3 (not plotted, qualitatively similar) are sample calibration test cases and show the difference between a static reward scheme and the ACO adaptive reward scheme when there is a disequilibrium. In scenario 2 indeed, there is one "hard" action A1 with difficulty D = 0.1 and low initial success rate and one "easy" action A2 with difficulty D = 0.9 and high initial success rate. With our adaptive algorithm, the difference in success rates is quickly compensated and both actions converge quickly to satisfying values while the static scheme fails at fixing the situation. The upper plot shows success probabilities for both actions under both reward schemes (static with dashed lines and adaptive with continuous lines). The distribution of the difference between A1 and A2 in both cases is shown in the lower plot together with statistical testing outcome over 100 runs, which unambiguously confirms the superiority of the adaptive scheme in this case after timestep 15. Scenario 3 offers a symmetrical situation with a "good" student and a "bad" one whose success rates are compared on one same action.
Scenario 4 is a full scale validation exercise with dimensions sampled around those seen in real-world pilots. It has 100 randomly generated players and 5 actions, 2 of which are "hard" and 3 of which are "easy". 50 of the players are initially good (high propensity values (P i = 0.9)) and 50 are bad (low propensity values(P i = 0.1)). The plotted curves (top), corresponding to one sample run with the adaptive scheme, show quick harmonization of success rates for all actions and convergence to high values around 0.91 on average. The LIM metric is worth 94.12 for the static reward scheme and 155.67 for the adaptive scheme. Over the course of the experiment, 200 simulated days, there is a total of 22059 failures (occurrences of players failing at a task or failing to have to correct behavior) on average over 100 Figure 4: Scenario 2: 1 player, 1 hard action A1 and 1 easy action A2. Static rewards (dashed lines in top plot) are much slower than adaptive rewards to compensate this disequilibrium. The bottom plot shows the mean difference between A1 and A2 with both schemes as well as the outcome of the corresponding T-test, 1 meaning there is a significant (95%) difference in the superiority shown by the adaptive scheme. runs with the static scheme and of 12579 failures with the adaptive scheme, which represents a gain of 42.97%. The static scheme spends 89631 reward units on average and the adaptive scheme slightly more, 92425.
Scenarios 5, not reported here for lack of space confirms that discrete rewards as we introduced them, work just as well as continuous ones to steer heterogeneous success rates in the right direction in the context used for scenario 4.
Scenario 6 (figure 6) finally, sheds lights on the adaptive feature of the ant algorithm. By suddenly changing the difficulty value of a specific action at time step 100, thus simulating a very significant change in the game environment (such as a modification of the IOT conformation or an educator induced change in task difficulty), one can see the system automatically detect and adapt to this change only by implicitly sampling success rates through pheromones and by accordingly increasing reward amounts allocated for the newly difficult action so as to bring the corresponding success rate back to the level reached by the other actions, yet without sacrificing those. For comparison, the plot also 5: Scenario 4: main validation result with full scale. 100 players, 200 simulated days, 5 actions (2 hard ones (red and blue in top plot), 3 easy ones). Again the disequilibrium in success rates, both for actions (see plot) and players (not shown) is compensated much faster by ant-based adaptive rewards, as can be seen in the lower plot, which shows the minimum success probability across all actions averaged over 100 runs for both reward schemes as well as the corresponding t-test outcome (95% confidence) to confirm the superiority of the adaptive scheme with a similar reward budget. The gain in decreased number of failed attempts is of 42.97% shows, with dashed lines, the unsatisfying evolution of success probabilities for actions A1 and A2 with a static reward scheme. Results are averaged over a hundred runs and tested for statistical significance with 95% confidence.
Conclusions
We introduced the use of Ant Colony Optimization for the computation of adaptive rewards in serious games. Experimental validation results, obtained with a specific, simple but validated multi-agent simulator, confirm the qualitative properties one expects from a swarm intelligence algorithm and show significant quantitative improvements with respect to a static reward scheme. The system was also deployed in the real world on four distinct pilot sites in Spain, France and Greece. Figure 6: Scenario 6: at time step 100, a sudden change occurs in the game environment and the success rate of action A2 drops significantly. The ant based algorithm is able, without external intervention, to implicitly detect the change and adapt its reward attribution strategy accordingly.
We argue that this work constitutes a double example of how Artificial Life can help address modern challenges. Serious games in general and Iceberg in particular, use Artificial Life both to procure immersive narration with behavior assessment and to help understand, and therefore fix or support, complex and critical social or natural phenomena such as those implicated in sustainable development concerns. Additionally, artificial life algorithms such as the Ant Colony we used in this work, are, thanks to their fantastic mathematical properties of adaptivity, resilience and distributed intelligence, invaluable tools in handling the many complex systems that make up our world and in increasing operational benefits or efficiency, exemplified here in the area of education, while limiting environmental costs.
